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Why Fix Mistakes?
Training your new dog or young puppy can be an exciting
adventure. You're showing your puppy who you are and
starting a life long friendship.
That friendship grows closer as you step into your role as
teacher, guide and companion.
Of course, you strive to do your best. But the truth is that
training a puppy or a new dog can be challenging.
We all make mistakes. What's important is using the
information you learn from mistakes to improve.
These 5 mistakes are "deadly" because they can kill your
progress. Since they cause confusion, frustration, and
overwhelm, they bring the learning process to a
screeching halt!
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The 5 Deadly Mistakes
1.
BAD TIMING

2.
TAKING IT PERSONALLY

3.
DOING TOO MUCH

4.
GIVING UP & NOT REVISING
5.
NOT LEARNING FROM FAILURES
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1

Bad Timing

Bad Timing

"Timing" means how long you take to respond to whatever
your dog is doing at the moment. Let's focus on the rewards
you give your dog for doing the things you want.
Dogs learn by making connections between events when
they happen together. So if two things happen at the same
time or if one follows the other in less than a second, then a
dog will learn to connect them.
Rewards are whatever makes your dog so happy that he
wants to repeat what he did so he can get another reward.
Time each reward so that you deliver it to your dog within
one second.
Repeating the right action until it becomes a habit is the key
to learning. It all depends on timing the rewards !
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2
Taking It Personally

Taking It Personally
Don't take it personally when your dog or puppy doesn't do
what you want. It's a deadly mistake to assume that your
puppy can think like an adult human! Dogs think like dogs.
Your dog is not "getting even" or "being dominant". Both of
those assumptions about dogs have been proven false.
If you fall into the trap of taking something personally, then
you miss out on the opportunity to understand your puppy
better. You waste a good teaching opportunity by letting it
become your "pity party".
The more you understand about how dogs learn, the better
you'll become at getting your dog to do anything you want.
The key is to pay more attention to first understanding your
dog and then helping your dog understand you.
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3
Doing Too Much

Doing Too Much

Doing too much at one time is an honest mistake, but still
deadly. Research explains why teaching too many things in
one lesson results in learning less instead of more.
First, dogs learn faster and retain more when lessons are
very short and happen frequently. I teach my students how
to train their dogs using my "Micro-Lesson Method". Even
super busy people find tiny pockets of training time
throughout their normal day. Micro-Lessons make dog
training painless, fun, and highly productive.
Second, behavior psychology shows that good habits are
created with very tiny steps that are easy to do and simple to
understand. Teaching your dog one tiny step at a time may
appear too slow, until you see the accumulated results of
small steps. A good teacher understands the material. A
great teacher can break it down into simple steps.
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4
Giving Up & Not Revising

Giving Up & Not Revising
When you try something and it doesn't work the first time,
what will you do next? Give up? Try the same thing again?
Try something different?
The great thing about training dogs with rewards instead of
punishment is that you have unlimited do-no-harm choices.
If your dog isn't "getting it", you can still make progress by
revising instead of quitting.
Revising can be just breaking the lesson down into even
tinier steps. Teach just one tiny thing.
Revising can also be making your dog successful by asking
for an easier version of what you're teaching. Celebrate the
success because success motivates! End the lesson with a
favorite game.
Try taking a new approach and teaching the skill in a
different way. Always, always, always make it fun.
Should you ever quit? Sure! Quit while your still having fun.
Quit on a high note! Quit while you're ahead!
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5
Not Learning From Failures

Not Learning From Failures
Serious dog trainers welcome failures. You're reading
that right! Trainers welcome failures. But why? It's
because failures give us information that we can't get in
any other way.
Failures uncover what doesn't work so that you can stop
wasting time on the wrong things.
Training a dog involves using your problem solving skills.
You're solving the problem of how to communicate with
another species. Science helps you understand how dogs
learn, but you still have to solve the day-to-day problems
of applying that knowledge.
Solving problems includes learning what your failures
teach you. Even if the failures outnumber successes, you
can still use failures as the guideposts that keep you on
the right path to success.
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Guiding Principles of Successful
Dog Training
First understand your dog, then ask your dog
to understand you.
Find what works and do more of that.
Stop doing things that don't work; learn from
failures.
Don't take anything your dog does personally.
Give rewards at the right time so you reward
the right thing.
Break things down into tiny steps.
Teach only one thing at a time.
Revise and try something different.
Keep every lesson short and sweet.
Don't make assumptions about how dogs
think.
Take breaks often and play a game.
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A note from
Marilyn...
Hey there!
Thanks for grabbing your copy of "5 Deadly Dog Training Mistakes..." I hope
you found some useful takeaways.
I'm Marilyn Mele and I'm the founder of Dog Wisdom Workshop and the
creator and trainer for all the Workshop dog training programs.
If you’re like most dog owners, you want a well behaved pet. But you totally
hate the idea of training with hurtful punishment. At Dog Wisdom Workshop
I teach owners how to bring out the best in their dogs with rewards instead of
punishment. My down-to-earth dog friendly programs let owners have fun
while teaching their dogs to become calm, happy, cooperative family pets.
Find out if one of my online or in person programs is perfect for you.
Go to the link below now and check out my training programs!

https://dogwisdomworkshop.com/training-programs/
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